Lower Costs and Boost Productivity of Your Mobile Devices with Centralized Management

Zebra Technologies: Wavelink

Zebra Technologies and Wavelink together offer an industrial-strength mobile device management solution for Zebra Technologies mobile printer customers. Using Wavelink Avalanche software integrated with Zebra Technologies devices, IT administrators can centrally perform rapid, hands-off updates to their mobile devices located anywhere in the enterprise. Remotely and seamlessly, Avalanche revises configurations, synchronizes software, sets security parameters, and updates firmware and drivers. Best of all, it cuts costs — in time, money and morale — by reducing the burden on IT and eliminating labor-intensive management of mobile equipment.

Mobile Device Management Benefits

**Centralized Management**
Manage all aspects of mobile devices from a single console, including software distribution and configuring network and device parameters.

**Flexible Software Distribution**
Get fine-grained control to create and distribute software to targeted mobile devices. Software can be easily distributed as individual or collections of applications, firmware, or files, and can be scheduled on a recurring basis or a specific date & time. Updates can be triggered by the Avalanche Manager.

**Mobile Asset Visibility**
Gain real-time visibility into the status of all mobile devices under management. Check to see which devices are up-to-date or not, or when the last time a device connected into the network.

**Profile Based Configuration**
Define all key network and wireless security parameters to ensure that your mobile devices are properly configured to access the network securely and reliably. Settings include SSID, WEP and TCP/IP.

**Bandwidth Management**
Schedule updates to avoid peak periods of network activity. Specify the maximum number of devices to be updated simultaneously and how much bandwidth to use to prevent management traffic from clogging the network.

**Support Multiple Device Types**
Manage a wide range of devices from multiple vendors from a single console.

**RW series key features**
- IP 54 rated for resistance to environmental conditions like dust and rain
- Resistance to multiple 6’ drops to concrete
- Optional Bluetooth or 802.11b for convenient wireless connectivity
- User-intuitive push button release cradle for in-vehicle storage and charging
- Withstands extreme temperatures of -4º F/-20º C to 131º F/55º C
- Optional magnetic stripe and EMV-certified smart card readers for real-time transaction processing

**QL Series key features**
- Convenient wireless QuickLink modules in Bluetooth or 802.11b for easy upgrades
- Support for label and receipt printing
- Lightweight and ergonomic for ease of use
- Durable construction for resistance to multiple 5’ drops to concrete
- Optional LCD for battery life and printer status monitoring
- QuickFlip one-touch peel and present bar for easy label use